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Kit de Waal and Sophie Hannah join The
Novelry as Guest Tutors.
The Novelry is delighted to announce the addition of these two bestselling authors to our guest
tutor line-up for our residential course in February 2020.
These Oscar-worthy writers have won a number of prestigious awards between them and their
prodigious output of work spans literary fiction, crime fiction, short stories and poetry.
The all-inclusive luxurious writers' retreats offered by The Novelry are set in a manor house in
Dorset in rural tranquility and include one-to-one sessions and intimate group of no more than
ten for coaching and evening readings over a glass of wine by a roaring log fire.
Find out more here.

ABOUT THE NOVELRY

The Novelry is an online writing school which provides novelists with everything they need to go from writer to
author.
The founder and director of The Novelry is Man Booker longlisted award-winning author Louise Dean. Louise
Dean steers her writers' careers towards publishing success with individual attention and coaches and teaches
her novelists live and online with one-to-one working sessions.
The creative writing courses include the famous Ninety Day Novel ® Course, and the Editing Your Novel Course
which helps novelists revise their manuscript for successful submission to agents and publishers. The Classic
Course guides writers to walk in the footsteps of Tolkien, CS Lewis and JK Rowling to plan to write a bestseller.
The community of novelists at The Novelry is a vibrant group of published and aspiring novelists supporting each
other all the way to publication. The Novelry offers an online live forum for feedback on work, events, and writers'
retreats. Writers rave about The Novelry, most commonly describing it as ' life-changing'.
Contact Louise Dean at hello@thenovelry.com for details and visit TheNovelry.com for more information.
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